U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Will Not Require Entrance Guards
at the Nation’s Nuclear Power Plants

This report details how the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
bungled an effort to create a new rule to require entrance guards.

Three Mile Island Alert
Harrisburg PA
October 31, 2008
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Three Mile Island Alert 1 is highly critical of the failures of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for its continuous mishandling of
our petition for rulemaking (PRM-73-11). 2 This proposed rule would require
nuclear plants to post an armed guard at each entrance. The NRC demonstrated
a pervasive lack of care for its own guidelines, displayed a shameless disregard
for public stakeholders, and brazenly misled Congressional leaders on this
national security matter.
On more than 40 occasions (a list of breakdowns begins on page #4),
the NRC failed to adhere to its principles of openness and clarity and to its
procedural guidelines while handling our rulemaking petition. During the
seven years of waiting, the NRC changed the rules of the process, created
needless and excessive delays, kept us in the dark, and showed virtually no
accountability when challenged.
Because of the importance of the security issue being decided by this
proposed rule, we hope that this case will highlight to the nation and to our
leaders just how “broken” the NRC is during its day-to-day business
transactions with the public .3
“Although the NRC continues to claim
that public participation is a valuable
part of the regulatory process and
invites public participation to promote
safety and trust, Three Mile Island
Alert has found this claim to be
completely false and has little faith in
the NRC or for its rulemaking process.”
Scott D. Portzline
Security Consultant
Three Mile Island Alert
“Public confidence in the NRC is
eroded each time we fail to resolve
issues in a timely, clear, and transparent manner.”

NRC’s contentions proven to be FALSE
• Maintains openness in communication and
decision making
• Facilitates public understanding
• Provides an opportunity for affected people
to participate in the process
• Increases credibility
• Enhances public acceptance and cooperation
• Input from external stakeholders is very
valuable.
• diverse views = better product
• The NRC rulemaking process is a mature
process and we welcome suggestions on
how to improve it

NRC Commissioner Gregory Jaczko
Regulatory Information Conference
March 8, 2006

NRC Meeting – NRC presentation slides
“Public Participation in NRC’s Rulemaking Process”
Jun 12, 2008

Scott D. Portzline
2008.10.30 12:53:49 -05'00'
I am the author of this document
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“I hope you know that I consider strong, focused, clear communications essential to
the discharge of the responsibilities of a nuclear regulator, and that I have talked the
talk and walked the walk. Furthermore, I have worked to ensure the effective use of
communications as a management tool for the NRC. Communication makes the
nexus of predictability, connectivity, and accountability visible, usable, and then
functional.”
Remarks of Dr. Nils J. Diaz,
Chairman U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Monday, June 5, 2006
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1. Excessive Delay
NRC failed to address the proposed rulemaking in a timely manner 4
and demonstrated no sense of urgency following the 9-11 attacks. The
TMI Alert entrance guard petition for rulemaking was filed on
September 12, 2001. 5
NRC Repeatedly rescheduled the proposed rulemaking without
explanation. 6
NRC stretched the time for resolution from “months,” to “next year,”
and finally to “undetermined.” 7
NRC merged 8 our petition with another rulemaking (Power Reactor
Security Requirements) five years into the process. We were in effect
back to “square one.” The lack of documentation by the NRC reveals
we had always been only at the starting line.
2. Misled Congressional Leaders
NRC hid from Congress the fact that NRC staff had decided that
entrance guards are not needed 9 and that the entrance guard petition
had been by de facto “denied.” Additionally, the letters to Congressional leaders 10 state that entrance guards are “already being considered
in the ongoing Power Reactor Security Requirements rulemaking.”
(Our proposed rulemaking preceded that rulemaking by five years.)

3. Communications and Procedural Failures
NRC failed to send correspondence to TMI Alert on 13 separate
occasions when they re-scheduled the petition resolution date. NRC
never provided a “periodic update” as claimed 11 with one exception:
when NRC merged our petition with another rulemaking.
NRC failed to announce in its “current news” 12 section of its web
page dedicated to our rulemaking, that a merger had occurred. NRC
never corrected this despite several requests from us.
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NRC did not provide links to our petition from its “Power Reactor
Security Requirements” web page 13 despite the merger and repeated
requests to include links.
NRC failed to state on its “background information” web page 14 for
its “Power Reactor Security Requirements” rulemaking that our
petition for rulemaking had been incorporated into that rulemaking.
(The NRC did provide merger information for another petition for
rulemaking but not ours.)
NRC incorrectly listed our petition as “completed” for several weeks
on its web site. 15
NRC failed to answer my inquiry 16 whether the additional public
comments would be forwarded to me.
NRC failed to automatically forward those comments to me as per
procedure. 17
NRC failed to count the additional entrance guard comments in its
summary statistics. 18
Our petition (PR-73-11) became an invisible addendum to 200+ page
rulemaking, 19 not a word of it was listed, nor a reference that it had
been merged into the Power Reactor Security Requirements rulemaking.
NRC notices published in the Federal Register regarding Power
Reactor Security Requirements failed to include links to our petition
for rulemaking and background information. 20
Our supplemental comments for entrance guards (Adobe Acrobat file)
included clear and detailed color pictures (see appendex) depicting the
entrance at Three Mile Island. However, our document was available
from the NRC ADAMS 21 server and at www.regulations.gov 22 only
as a low quality black and white printout which obscured our rationale.
NRC failed to provide in its rationale of the Final Rulemaking 23 “a
thorough analysis” 24 of our “visual deterrence” argument. 25 In fact,
the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) states that guards and physical
security features provide a strong and highly visual deterrent. 26 (NEI
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establishes the industry’s policies on key issues and testifies to
Congress.) It appears that the NRC cannot dispute the fact that
entrance guards provide a visual deterrent and therefore has ignored
our argument in its rationale against entrance guards. It should be
noted that the NRC originally stated that barriers are a “visual deterrent.”
The current rulemaking has dropped the word “visual.” 27
NRC cut from its rulemaking the phrase “early detection.” 28 Rather
than defining more accurately the objective, responsibilities and
benefits of early detection which entrance guards would provide, the
NRC simply cut the entire idea from its rulemaking.
NRC cunningly switched the substance of our argument of maintaining control of emergency response routes to one of “target sets.”
Licensees are to maintain control of approach routes. 29 We argued
that the bridges at TMI should be considered targets. However, by
changing the focus to the “definition of a target” as defined by the
“Design Basis Threat,” the NRC staff has rejected our concern. The
NRC’s explanation was a sleight-of-hand diversion instead of meeting
the objectives of the rule, i.e. maintaining control of emergency
response routes to allow for offsite emergency mitigation.
Additionally, the NRC argued that all bridges and local roads are
vulnerable to attack – implying the question – Why require a licensee
to protect a bridge? 30 The NRC’s justification here goes beyond the
scope of the rulemaking and common sense.
The NRC could have altered the Design Basis Threat (DBT) in its
most recent update to account for entrance routes as targets. The DBT
continues to be deficient against certain real world attacks, for
example: attacks using multiple vehicles to bomb one target. (It
should be noted that the NRC will now require licensees to add
specific backup capabilities to the Central Alarm Station.31 Although
it is not a “target” as defined by the DBT, the Commission has now
correctly recognized its functional importance. The same reasoning
must be applied to emergency response routes.)
NRC failed to inform me by letter of several security rulemaking
meetings which discussed our rulemaking.
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NRC failed to announce in its press release 32 that our merged petition
would be discussed at an upcoming public meeting. The press release
did state that another petition for rulemaking would be addressed, but
ours was left out of the announcement.
NRC failed to announce in its press release 33 that our merged petition
would be discussed at an upcoming re-scheduled public meeting.
NRC was going to deny me participation in the public meeting on the
merged rulemaking. I had to insist they follow their procedures. The
NRC had no rationale for initially stating that I could not participate.
Public stakeholders should not have to argue this point.
NRC conference call system did not work properly and precluded my
participation during the first hour of the meeting. 34
NRC information package of available background documents
for the public meeting (3/9/2007) did not include our petition for
rulemaking. 35
NRC transcripts 36 mistakenly report that our discussion was on
entrance “cards,” not entrance guards.
NRC failed to provide the PR-73-11 background materials at the
public meeting 37 as they did for the other petitions which had been
merged. 38
NRC failed to have PR-73-11 documents 39 listed in their rulemaking
forum for several months when that portion of the web site had been
hacked. 40 Rather than fix the web site problem, or post the documents
on a “mirror site,” the NRC continued to deny that there was a serious
problem.
No additional public comments for our merged petition were
generated through any NRC notification. NRC did not take action to
properly publicize and link data. Some additional comments from the
Harrisburg PA area were received because of local media coverage.
NRC failed to inform me when the petition was closed. NRC Staff
claimed they could not find my phone number or address. I learned
that the petition was closed from the Union of Concerned Scientists.
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NRC issued a confusing and unclear decision. Other petitions are
decided with a letter clearly indicating “acceptance,” “partial
acceptance” or “denial.” NRC’s correspondence only indicated that
the petition was “considered resolved and closed.” 41
NRC staffer stated I will not receive any correspondence indicating
that our entrance guard petition was denied.
NRC has no real “hard” rules or requirements for petition handling.
NRC Commissioner’s staffer wanted to use TMI Alert’s petition as
the quintessential example of NRC petition handling failures. The
staffer then failed to invite me to a special public meeting on petition
problems as promised.
This many failures are not due to oversight or negligence. They are
designed to discourage public input and participation. Bringing the deficits
to the attention of the NRC did no good with one exception (a seat at the
table). But, we are convinced the bottom line is that, 1. NRC has known all
along that it does not want entrance guards and 2. NRC does not want a
public relation disaster from stating that fact in writing. Therefore, the NRC
deliberately "tabled" the petition for years until it found a way to obfuscate
the issue from the public. Furthermore, by delaying this action for such a
long time after the 9-11 attacks, the public has become somewhat complacent
about security issues.
Former NRC Commissioner Victor Gilinski has been highly critical of
the NRC’s public dealings. He described the NRC commissioners as being
pre-occupied with “sidelining public hearing participants from the nuclear
licensing process” 42 and described the commission’s attitude as “repressive
tolerance.” 43
Although this petition did not set the record for the longest NRC
delay, 44 the NRC probably did set a record for misconduct; specifically
for disregarding procedures, lack of openness, poor communications,
and for treating the stakeholders unfairly.45
Scott D. Portzline
3715 N. 3rd Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
Security Consultant to
Three Mile Island Alert
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APPENDIX

NRC Commissioner Greta Joy Dicus - February 13, 2002
“The NRC has learned over the years that our actions must be transparent. It is
imperative that the public, legislative bodies, those most impacted by a pending action,
and the media are well- informed and have a meaningful opportunity to participate in the
process.
By providing more clarity and being timely in our responses to interested parties, we
have seen increased effectiveness in the way that we can transmit information and better
communicate with the public, Congress, impacted entities, and the media. The result is
the ability to resolve difficult issues in an efficient manner.
Electronic communication, through the use of our newly redesigned web site (at
www.nrc.gov), has proven to be extremely helpful in providing information quickly to
those that seek it. I cannot overemphasize the importance of transparency.
Transparency may require a cultural change in perspectives or attitudes concerning the
importance of communicating with internal and external stakeholders.”
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Currently the bridges have been in effect, conceded to the terrorists. A guarded and
closed vehicle barrier is needed to control these emergency response routes which are
mandated by the NRC.
Figure 1

This view is from the island looking outward toward the north entrance.
Behind the van is one of the bridges and beyond that is the unguarded north entrance.
A public spokesman for TMI told reporters, “The real security begins at the vehicle
barrier and check point.” (Middletown Press and Journal 9/14/2005)
Figure 2

This photo was taken two weeks before the 9/11 attacks and
published in the US News & World Report Magazine on 9/17/2001.
2

Question: Which of the following photographs taken at Three Mile Island portray(s) a
protected entrance to would-be attackers or recognizance teams?

B

A
C

D
E

F

The correct answer is A, B, E and F. Photograph C shows an open vehicle barrier.
Although photographed on September 8, 2001 (three days before the attacks),
photograph D is the current condition of the north entrance at Three Mile Island -- once
again wide open and unmanned. (see figure 2, page2)
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3. A requirement for entrance guards would be consistent with RIN 3150-AG63
regarding site specific factors, which by mandate, must be taken into account.
“Licensees shall describe the site-specific
factors affecting contingency planning and
shall develop plans for actions to be taken in
16
response to postulated threats.”

Also:
“The safeguards contingency plan must
include a site description, to include maps
and drawings, of the physical structures and
their locations. (A) The site description must
address the site location in relation to nearby towns,
transportation routes (e.g., rail, water, air,
roads), pipelines, hazardous material
facilities, onsite independent spent fuel
storage installations, and pertinent
environmental features that may have an
effect upon coordination of response
operations.
“Approaches. Particular emphasis must
be placed on main and alternate entry routes
for law-enforcement or other offsite support
agencies and the location of control points
for marshaling and coordinating response
17
activities.”
Figure 3

This overhead photograph highlights the north entrance bridge at TMI
16
17
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